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Abstract

In the study of the arrangement of intermediate subgroups (see [5], [6], or [15]) a wide

use has been made of certain properties describing the way conjugacy classes of subgroups are

embedded in the groups: abnormality, pronormality, paranormality, and their weak analogues.

In [2] the author proved that pronormality and abnormality coincide with their weak analogues

for solvable groups. This was a generalisation of known results of Peng and Taunt for finite

solvable groups (see [13] and [14]). In this paper we prove a conjecture of Borevich asserting

a similar result for paranormality and polynormality (which is a sort of weak paranormality).

Further we show that we get a stronger result when the given subgroup is nilpotent: In a finite

solvable group any nilpotent polynomial subgroup is pronormal.
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1 Introduction

In this paper all groups are finite and the notation is standard (see [1] for example). For

permutation groups the reference is [10]. Let G be a group and Η a subgroup. Η is said to be

polynomial in G if H<x> = HH<X> for any χ € G, where H<x> — (Ηχη : η 6 Ζ) is the normal

closure of Η in (H, x) . Polynormality is also defined in terms of intermediate subgroups:

Proposition 1 A subgroup H < G is polynormal in G if and only if HK = HL for any

subgroups Κ and L such that Η < Κ < L < G.

Proof. See [4] for the proof of all propositions in this section.

The subgroup Η is paranormal if (H,HX) = H^H'HX\ for any χ Ε G. In this definition we

can replace (H, Hx) by any intermediate subgoup, i.e. any subgroup containing H:

Proposition 2 A subgroup H < G is paranormal in G if and only if, for any intermediate

subgroup K < G, all conjugates of H lying in Κ he also in the normal closure HK = (Hx : χ £

Κ}.

The subgroup generated by all conjugates of H lying in Κ is called the weak closure of H

in K. The normal closure is contained in the weak closure, and this inclusion may be strict as

we see in the following example.

Example. Let G = £{1,2,3} -£{4,5,6} (the product of two symmetric groups of degree 3 acting

on the sets {1,2,3} and {4,5,6}) , H =< (123) (456) >, and

Κ =< (123),(456),(12)(45) >. It is easy to check that H < K\ so the normal closure of

H in Κ is H itself. But the weak closure of H in Κ contains this other conjugate of H:

=< (123)(465)

A subgroup is paranormal in G exactly when its normal and weak closures coincide in all

intermediate subgroups. Let's note that any polynormal subgroup is also paranormal, and, as

we'll see below, the converse is not always true.

Following Philip Hall we say that a subgroup H < G is pronormal if, for any χ Ε G, there is

a y € (H, Hx} such that Hx = Hy. As for paranormality the subgroup (H, Hx) may be replaced

by any intermediate subgroup:

Proposition 3 A subgroup H < G is pronormal in G if and only if, for any intermediate

subgroup K . the subgroups H and Hx are conjugate in Κ whenever Hx is also in K.

Pronormal subgroups satisfy the so-called Frattim property:



Η <K<L<G=> L = [NG(H) Π L]K

The following result might help to understand why the Frattini property is also termed weak

pronormahty.

Proposition 4 A subgroup Η < G satisfies the Frattmi Property if and only if, for any χ € G,

there is a y e H<x> such that Hx = Hy

In [9] Carter coined the term abnormality to characterize a property of nilpotent self-

normalizing subgroups in solvable groups (which now bear his name). A subgroup Η < G

is said to be abnormal in G if a; G (H,HX) for any χ € G. In that case all intermediate

subgroups coincide with their normalizers:

Η < Κ < G => NG(K) = Κ

This property is called weak abnormality because of the following result.

Proposition 5 For a given subgroup Η < G the following two properties are equivalent:

(ι) All intermediate subgroups are self-normalizing;

(ιι) χ € H<x>, for any χ £ G.

The logical relations between the above properties are shown in the following diagram where

an arrow represents an inclusion between the corresponding classes of subgroups.

Normality

I
Abnormality —>· Pronormality —> Paranormality
I I I

Weak abnomality —>· Weak pronormality —> Polynormality

Examples exist showing that all these inclusions might be strict for general groups (see [3], [4],

or [12]). However, it has been known for a long time that in finite solvable groups abnormality

and pronormality coincide with their weak analogues (see [13] and [14]). The paper [2] gives the

proof that this is the case for any solvable (not necessarily finite) group. For paranormality and

polynormality the late Professor Borevich Z. I. made the following conjecture (see [4]):

Conjecture 1 In a solvable group any polynomial subgroup is paranormal.

In this paper we prove the conjecture and show that a stronger assertion holds for nilpotent

polynomial subgroups. So the main results are the following:

Theorem 1 In a finite solvable group any polynomial subgroup is paranormal.



Theorem 2 If Η < G is a mlpotent polynomial subgroup and G is solvable, then Η is pronormal

and a fortiori paranormal.

In the following proposition we collect some useful properties of polynomial subgroups.

Proposition 6 Let G and G' be two groups, Η a subgroup of G, and φ : G —» G' a group

epimorphism. Then the following hold:

(ι) If Η is pronormal (resp. weakly pronormal) in G, then the normalizer NQ(H) is abnormal

(resp. weakly abnormal);

(ii) If Η is polynomial (resp. paranormal) m G, then so is φ(Η) in G';

(lii) If φ(Η) is polynomial (resp. paranormal) m G1 and kerφ lies in Η, then Η is polynomial

(resp. paranormal) m G.

We'll also need the following technical result (see [4]).

Proposition Τ If Ν is an abehan normal subgroup in a group G, h an element of G, Η a

subgroup in G, and a an element of N, then

[h,an] = [h, a]n, for any integer n,

H<a> = (H,Ha}.

2 Polynomial Subgroups in Finite Solvable Groups

We'll derive Theorem 1 from the following result:

Theorem 3 If G is a finite solvable group and H < G is a polynomial subgroup m G, then

Hx = (H,Hx}Joranyx&G.

Proof. If Κ < G and u € G we call order of u relative to Κ and denote by U\K the smallest

positive integer r such that ur e K. We prove the theorem by showing that \X\NH < 2 for any

polynomial subgroup H < G and any element χ € G. Let G be a minimal counter-example, i.e.

G is a finite solvable group with the smallest order among those groups for which the assertion

does not hold. Let's choose H < G and re G G violating the condition such that r = \x NG(H)

is minimal. Then G = (H,x}: otherwise (H,x) would be a proper subgroup in G and, by the

minimality of G, the relation would hold for H and χ. Η being polynomial in G, we have

H < H<x> < (H, x} = G =Φ HG = HH<X> = H<x>.

Let N be a minimal normal subgroup in G (such a subgroup exists in any solvable group).

N is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime divisor ρ of |G| (see [1], p.28, Prop. (3.4)).

In the factor group G/N the subgroup HN/N is polynomial, being a homomorphic image of



the polynomial subgroup Η in G (Prop. 6 above). Prom \G/N\ < \G\ and the minimality of G

it follows:

(HN/N)<xN> = (HN/N,(HN/N)xN}.

Hence

H<X>N = (H,HX}N.

Since Ν < G and Η <x> < G we get H<x> η JV < G. Ν being a minimal normal subgroup we

have either H<x> Π Ν = {1} or H<x> Π JV = N.

(I) If #<a:> Π Ν - {!}, then, by the Modular Property of Groups (see [1], p. 6, Prop. (1.4))

one gets:

= Η<Χ>ΝΓ)Η<Χ> = H<x> ,

which is a contradiction.

(II) If H<x> ΠΝ = Ν, i.e. Ν C #<*>, then

H<x> = (H,HX)N.

Now the condition H<x> = HH x can be written

H<x> = H(H,H-)_HN = (H}HXjHN^

If 01,02,·.., os

 are the representatives of the left ./VG(-£T)-cosets in TV, we have

HN = (Ha\Ha2,...,Has), where s = \N : NnNG(H)\

Without loss of generality we may assume that GI = 1. So we have:

This means that H<x> is generated by s + 1 conjugates of H, where

s = \N: NG(H)nN\ = \NG(H)N : N\/\NG(H)\.

If \NG(H)N\ < \G\, then \NG(H}N\ < |G|/2, and we have the following contradiction for

the number of conjugates of Η generating H<x>:

l+s = l + \NG(H)N\/\NG(H)\ < 1 + \G\/2\NG(H)\ = l + r/2<r

So we should have: \NG(H)N\ = |G|, i.e. NG(H)N = G, and r = s. From the condition

G = NG(H)N we deduce that χ = uy, where u € NG(H) and y € N: so Hx = (Hu)v = HV C

HN . Since N is an elementary abelian p-group it is the direct product of a certain number of



cyclic groups of order p. Now if Ν has I generators, then its pl — 1 non-unity elements form

(pl — Ι)/ (ρ - 1) cyclic groups of order ρ with ρ - 1 elements of order ρ in each:

(α) = {1,α, α2,..., α"-1}.

By Proposition 7, for any of these groups, one gets

Therefore H<x> = HN is generated by 1 + (pl — l)/(p — 1) conjugates of H, which is less

than pl = s = r, except in the case ρ = 2.

So let's take ρ = 2 and put 2 = x2. We have \z\pjG(H) = 1l~l < I1 . Thus

from which we get

\H ,H ,...,H ) = (H ,H }.

Thus

and H<x> is generated by 4 conjugates which leads to a contradiction if / > 2.

So the remaining case is the one when ρ — 1 and I = 2. By Theorem (15.9) from [1] (p. 56)

the condition G = Nc(H)N means that Ν is a regular normal subgroup of G acting on the

set Ω = {Η,Ηχ,Ηχ2,Ηχ3} via conjugation. By Theorem (15.11) in [1] (p. 56), the action of

NG(H) on Ω\{#} is equivalent to its action on JV\{1}. These actions are equivalent to one of the

following subgroups of the symmetric group £3 (all conjugation classes of £3 are represented):

Now let's consider these cases one-by-one:

(1) If the action is trivial, then No(H} (and hence H) lies in the centralizer of N. So

H<x> = H Ν = H^ a contradiction.

(2) If the action of NG(U) is equivalent to ((1,2)), then it has one fixed point on N. The

corresponding element centralizes NG(H) and consequently H. Denoting a and b the remaining

elements of 7V\{1}, we get

H<x> = (H,Ha,Hb),

which means that H<x> is generated by less than 4 conjugates of H, a contradiction.



(S) Finally in the third and fourth cases Nc(H) contains a cycle of length 3, and is therefore

transitive on Ω\{Η}. By Theorem (15.12 of [1] (p. 56) the group G is 2-transitive on Ω. So

it is primitive by Theorem (15.57), [1] (p. 57). As a solvable primitive group of degree 22 the

group G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the the affine group AGL-z^) ([11], Theorem 3.5, p.

162), which itself is isomorphic to the symmetric group 54. So G is isomorphic to one of the

following primitive subgroups of ^4 (see [10], Table 2.1, p. 60):

<(1234),(13)),A4,orS4.

Since G must have a cycle of length 3 the first three subgroups are ruled out. It remains

G = 84 or G = A±. The non trivial polynomial subgroups are equivalent to one of the following

subgroups:

<(1,2,3)),<(1,2,3,4)),{(1,2),(3,4)),

{(1234), (13)), 51,2,3,^, and At

where Κ = ((1,2)(3,4), (1,4)(2, 3)) is the Klein group. For A± one has:

{(123)), and K.

One easily checks that all these subgroups satisfy the condition H<x> = (H,HX}. So the

last remaining case is impossible.

The following example shows that the theorem does not hold for non solvable groups.

Example. In the alternating group A$ (a simple group) the subgroup Η —< (1,2,3) > is

polynomial (even pronormal) as a Sylow 3-subgroup. For χ = (1,2,3,4,5) we have:

H<x> = {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 4), (3, 4, 5), (1, 4, 5), (1, 2, 5)) - A5

and (Η,Η*) = ((1,2,3), (2,3,4)) = A{li2)3)4}.

3 Nilpotent Polynormal Subgoups in Finite Solvable Groups

In this section a proof of Theorem 2 is given and examples provided which show that the

nilpotency of the subgroup or the solvability of the group are essential conditions.



3.1 Proof of Theorem 2

We prove the theorem by induction on the order of the group G. If this order is 1, then there

is nothing to prove. Suppose that the order of G is greater than 1 and the theorem holds for

any finite solvable group of order less than \G\. As a solvable group G has a minimal normal

subgroup. Let's denote it by Ν. Ν is an elementary abelien subgroup (see [1], Theorem (9.4),

p. 28). Since Η is polynomial in G the subgroup HN/N is polynomial in G/N by Prop. 6.

Further we have |G/JV| < |G|; so, by induction, HN/N is pronormal in G/N. Thus HN is

pronormal in G by Prop. 6. Therefore, for any χ Ε G, there is a y € (HN, (HN)X) such that

(HN)X = (HN)*. Since Ν < G one has (HN, (HN)X) = N(H, Hx). So it is possible to choose y

in (H,HX). Indeed if y = uz, where ζ e (H,HX) and u £ N, then (HN)* = [(HN)"]Z = (HN)Z

because u G HN. So we could choose y € (H,HX) in the first place. Now we have either (ι)

HN = G or (li) HN < G.

(ι) If Η Ν = G, and Η φ G, then Η is a maximal subgroup. Indeed for any subgroup Κ < G

containing Η the intersection Κ ΓΊ 7V is a normal subgroup. So, by the minimality of N, we have

either Κ Γ] Ν = Ν or Κ Π Ν = {!}. In the first case we have G = Κ Ν = Κ since Κ contains

Ν. In the second case, using the Modular Property of groups, one gets:

K = H(N r\K) = H.

Consequently Η is pronormal in G: a maximal subgroup is either normal or abnormal.

(ii) If ΗΝ Φ G we again distinguish two cases: (a) NG(HN) ^ G and (b) NG(HN) = G.

(a) If NG(HN) φ G then \NG(HN}\ < \G\ and Η is pronormal in G by the induction

hypothesis. The condition (HN}X — (HN)y means that the element xy~l belongs to NG(HN).

Therefore, there is a z € (H,H^~l) such that if*»"1 = Hz. Since y € (H,HX) one has

ζ e (H,H*»-) < (H,Hx,y} = (H,HX)

Thus Hx = Hzy, where zy € (H, Hx}. This proves the pronormality of Η in the first case.

(b) If NG(HN) = G (i.e. HN < G) let's denote by Κ the normalizer of Η in ΗΝ: Κ =

NG(H)r\HN. We show that Κ is the product of its two nilpotent subgroups Η and NG(H)r\N.

The inclusions Η C NG(H) and Η C Η Ν imply Η C NG(H) Π ΗΝ. In the same way from

NG(H) Π Ν C NG(H) and NG(H) Π Ν C Ν C HN one gets NG(H) Π Ν C NG(H) Π ΗΝ. As

both Η and NG(H) Π Ν lie in NG(H) η Η Ν so does their product:

H(NG(H) Π TV) C NG(H) Π



To prove the converse inclusion let u be any element of NG(H] Π ΗΝ. Since u 6 Η Ν one

has u — hn, where h € Η and η € Ν. Prom u € NG(H) and h € Η C. NG(H) it follows that

η = 7i-1ti e NG(H). Since η is also in TV one has: Μ = hn, where h & Η and η € NG(H] Π Λ1",

i.e. tt € H(NG Π TV), which proves that

JVG(ff) η ΗΝ c H(NG(H) η TV)

The above inclusions prove the asserted equality. On the other hand N<G implies NG(H] (Ί

TV < NG(H). Thus Κ is nilpotent as the product of two normal nilpotent subgroups (see [11],

Theorem 4.1, p.276). Since ΗΝ φ G the subgroup Η is pronormal in HN by the induction

hypothesis. Consequently by Proposition 6, Κ = NG(H) is abnormal in HN. In particular

Κ is self-normalizing in HN. So it is a Carter subgroup in HN (see [11]). Now we show that

NG(H) = NG(K). By definition of the normalizer one has Η < NG(H). Further from TV < G it

follows that NG(H) Π TV < NG(H). Thus Κ = H(NG(H] Π TV) < NG(H), which means

NG(H) C NG(K]

Conversely since Η is polynomial in G we have

Η < Κ < NG(K) =Φ Η < NG(K)

or

NG(K) C NG(H).

From the last two inclusions one gets NG(H) = NG(K) as asserted. Η Ν being normal in

G we have Κ**'1 < (fl-JV)*»"1 = HN. So Κ**'1 is also a Carter subgroup of G. By Carter's

Theorem ([9]) Κ and Kxy~l are conjugate in iTTV, i.e. there is a z £ HN such that K^'1 = Kz .

Thus Κ3*-1*"1 = Κ, i.e. xy~lz~l € NG(K) = NG(H}. Consequently H**'1 = Hz, where

ζ e ΗΝ. Η being pronormal in Η Ν (by the induction hypothesis), there exists a v e (£T, ff2}

such that ,ίΡ = if". Therefore

Hxy-1 =HZ = H\ where υ € (Η,ίΓ2) = (H,Hxy~1} C (H,Hx,y] = (H,HX)

So ff* = iP'2', where vy 6 {if, if11}, which shows that Η is pronormal in the second case. QED.

3.2 An example of a paranormal not pronormal subgroup

Let G be Sl{i)2,3}-5'{4,5,6} (the product of two symmetric groups of degree 3 acting respectively

on the sets {1,2,3} and {4,5,6}) and Η =< (123)(456),(12)(45) >

Η has 6 conjugates in G:

Η = ((123)(456), (12)(45)} fit12) = ((132)(456), (12)(45)}

#(456) = ((123)(456), (12)(46)} ^(12)(456) = ((132)(456),

#(465) = ^(123)(456), (12)(56)> ίί(12)(465) = ((132)(456),



Η is not nilpotent because the Sylow 2-subgroups < (12)(45) >, < (13)(46) >, and < (23)(56) >

are not normal in H.

If χ € G is any element of the group such that Hx Φ Η, then

(H,HX] =< (123), (456), (12)(45) >, (a subgroup of order 18 in G)

It is easy to check that HA = A, which shows that Η is not only polynomial, but even

paranormal in G. However all six conjugates of Η in G lie in A. but Η has only three conjugates

within A, namely Η, #(456), and #(465). Therefore Η is not pronormal. Finally the order of

the group G is 36 = 22.32; so G is solvable by the Burnside pag6-Theorem (see. [1], Theorem

(35.12), p.187).
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